
BUSINESS WRITING WHEN ENGLISH IS A SECOND LANGUAGE

English has emerged as the leading language of business. economics at MIT estimates being able to speak English as
a second language can increase your.

Practice keeping things interesting but also professional. I often receive some totally unintelligible letter from
the telephone company or the cable company or the bank. Keep your font choices simple. The best way to
understand the difference between active and passive voice is to look at a few examples. Did you read a
human resources handbook about how to behave at work? The traits that are required in business writing are
very transferable to ESL writers and help them develop simple, focused writing in the active voice. The good
nouns are the thousands of short, simple, infinitely old Anglo-Saxon nouns that express the fundamentals of
everyday life: house, home, child, chair, bread, milk, sea, sky, earth, field, grass, road â€¦ words that are in our
bones, words that resonate with the oldest truths. The subject performed the action of the active verb on the
object. As readers, we want to be able to picture specific people like ourselves, in a specific part of the city,
doing things we might also do. Still, you might get caught in this situation regardless of your department. The
active voice refers to the way verbs are used in relation to the subject and object of the sentence. To whom?
Short words are better than long words. The words derived from Latin are the enemyâ€”they will strangle and
suffocate everything you write. Or members go off on tangents. Memos are read because they contain
important information that should be quickly given in a clear, direct manner. The only way to improve is to
read! Martin has a unique combination of skills as a highly experienced project manager, an English language
specialist, a writer and editor, and a trainer and consultant. There are also a number of documents that are
common to business writing. Two: Simplicity. Effective business writing for those with English as a second
language Download course details Overview A two-day practical workshop for those who want to improve
their written English communications, in a business context. Listen to this passage from the book of
Ecclesiastes: I returned and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong,
neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favor to men of skill, but time
and chance happeneth to them all. What kind of housing is affordable? Much of the anxiety that I see in
foreign students could be avoided if certain principles of writing good Englishâ€”which nobody ever told
themâ€”were explained in advance. Short sentences are better than long sentences. A conference call meeting?
We also know a lot about himâ€”about his curiosity and his vitality. There are many modern journalists I
admire for their strong, simple style, whom I could recommend to you as models. How do those Latin words
do their strangling and suffocating? We all need models. It explains different format and design options to
make applications stand out. Recommended Resource Not all agendas are created equal. Use everyday words.
Participants are requested to email samples of written work to the trainer in advance and also bring samples of
documents they are currently working on to the course. The event only happened once, and we always know
who did what: it was John who activated the verb SAW. Don't overuse visuals. State exactly why you're
writing the correspondence upfront.


